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Abstract.This paper demonstrates how to extract shape feature based on enhanced edge for image retrieval.
In our framework, the modified pyramid histogram of gradient orientation is used as the basic shape feature.
The shape is always closely related with the edge. However, some images have weak edges due to the
similarity of background and foreground. For the accurate and complete image retrieval based on shape
feature, we enhance the edges of these images. In measuring the similarity of feature vectors, we compare the
standardized Euclidean distance with histogram intersection method. Experimental results show that our
retrieval framework is very effective.
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1. Introduction
Content based image retrieval (CBIR) is one of the important topics in multimedia information area.
Shape feature is frequently used as visual content in CBIR. Color and texture based similarity measures
without shape information failed to produce desired retrieval results [1]. Our proposed work is built on the
shape feature expressed with the pyramid histogram of gradient orientation (PHOG) [2]. PHOG contains the
global and local shape feature. The global shape is captured by the distribution over edge orientations in the
whole image, while the local shape is captured by the distribution over edge orientations within the subsections at multiple resolutions. Therefore, the edges are very important in the process of extracting the
shape feature.
Zhou et al. [3] proposed structural features for CBIR to efficiently extract information embedded in the
edges. They showed that the feature can catch salient edge information and improve the retrieval
performance. Edge is a strong feature for characterizing an image. Banerjee et al. [1] presented a robust
technique for extracting edge map of an image which is followed by computation of global feature using
gray level as well as shape information of the edge map. Janney et al. [4] showed a method for enhancing the
capabilities of texture based feature extraction to improve the result of CBIR. Histogram of oriented
gradients is feature descriptor widely used in computer vision and image processing for the purpose of object
detection. It was firstly described by NavneetDalal and Bill Triggs [5] which is similar to edge orientation
histograms and SIFT descriptors [6].
In this paper, we first modify PHOG as the basic shape feature in image retrieval. Then, aiming at the
situation that weak edge cannot express the shape feature well; we bring in the edge-enhanced method
mentioned in paper [7]. They characterize edges with a simple threshold on pixel values that allows
differentiating large-scale edges from small-scale details. Using this method, the PHOG feature can be
extracted exactly and the contour of the image can be easily obtained. In the following sections, we will
introduce the edge-enhanced shape feature extraction method for image retrieval in detail.

2. The Method
+
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2.1. Featture Extracction
The autthor [2] dividded the imagge into somee regions, and each regioon was represented as a histogram
h
off
oriented graadients [5]. In
I forming thhe pyramid, the grid at leevel l has 2 cells along eeach dimension. Instead,,
we modifiedd the PHOG feature extraaction by divviding the im
mage region as
a shown in F
Fig.1.

Fig. 1: The way off dividing imaage into region
ns for feature extraction in tthis paper.

As show
wn in Fig.1, this dividingg way can heelp catching the
t main parrt of the featuure and the dimension
d
off
the pyramidd feature desccriptor is nott too large. Each
E
bin in th
he histogram
m represents tthenumbers of
o edges thatt
have orientaations withinn a certain anngular rangee. This representation cann be thoughtt of as a trad
ditional “bagg
of visual woords”, wheree here each visual
v
word is a quantizattion on edge orientations [2]. Here, we
w divide thee
orientationss in the rangee [0,180] intoo 9 bins. Theerefore, the dimension
d
off the descriptoor is (1+5+9)*9=135.
In our experiments,
e
the PHOG features are extracted fro
om both origginal images and their co
orrespondingg
contour imaages. To exttract the edgge contours, theCannyed
dge detector is firstly useed on gray images,
i
thenn
some post-pprocessing operations
o
arre applied. If
I the backgrround and foreground
f
hhave strong contrast,
c
thee
contour of the
t object coontained in thhe image cann be unbrokeenly obtainedd. However, due to the variability
v
off
images, som
me contours cannot
c
be easily got.

2.2. The Enhanced Edges
For exaample, to gett the contourr of an imagge, we shoulld convert thhe image to gray scale, and
a then thee
edges are got
g by usingg the Cannyy edge detecctor. The parrameters of the edge deetector are also
a
selectedd
through expperiment meethod. To get
g more conntinuous edg
ges, some morphologic
m
operations are applied..
Finally, the Flood-Fill operation
o
is used.
u
The whhole process is
i illustrated in Fig.2.

Fig. 2:
2 The traditioonal way of exxtracting contoour based on edges.
e
(a) Thee original imagges. (b) The Canny
C
edge
images. (c) The edge im
mages after thhe morphologiic close operattion. (d) The images
i
after thhe Flood-Fill operation.

In Fig.22, we see thaat the contourr of the uppeer image can be got unbrookenly, whille the lower not.
n The bagg
in the lowerr image has no
n clear bordder, so the eddges are too weak to form
m a complette contour. And
A then, thee
PHOG featuure based onn the edges iss not very prrecise to exp
press the shappe of the bagg. Therefore,, the edge off
the image shhould be enhhanced.
The autthor of papeer [7] propossed an algorrithm that haas a O NlogN
N complexiity for an im
mage with N
pixels. Theiir approach builds upon a new undeerstanding off how imagee edges are rrepresented in
i Laplaciann
pyramids annd how to manipulate
m
them in a locaal style. Baseed on this, thhey design a set of edge-aware filterss
that producee high-qualitty results. Giiven an imagge I, its Gausssian pyramidd is a set ofim
mages G called
c
levels,,
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representingg progressiveely lower ressolution verssions of the image,
i
in whhich high-freequency details graduallyy
disappear. In the Gauussian pyram
mid, the botttom-most leevel is the original im
mage, G
I and G
ple
G
is
a
l
ow-pass
ver
sion
of
G
w
with
half
the
width
w
and
he
eight.
The
fi
iltering
and
downsample
d
e
downsamp
process is iterated
i
n tim
mes, typicallly until the level
l
G has only a few pixels. The Laplacian pyramid
p
is a
closely relaated construcct, whose leevels L reppresent details at differeent spatial sscales, decom
mposing thee
image into roughly
r
sepaarate frequenncy bands. Leevels of the Laplacian
L
pyyramid are deefined by thee details thatt
distinguish successive levels
l
of thee Gaussian pyramid,L
p
G upsam
mple G
w
where upsam
mple(·) is ann
operator thaat doubles thhe image sizze in each dimension
d
ussing a smootth kernel. Thhe top-most level of thee
Laplacian pyramid,
p
alsoo called the residual, is defined
d
as L
G and corresponds to a tiny veersion of thee
image. A Laplacian
L
pyyramid can be
b collapsedd to reconstrruct the origginal image by recursiveely applyingg
G
L
u
upsample
G
until G
I is recovvered.
Using thhe method mentioned
m
abbove, we takee the lower image
i
with an
a 800x800 rresolution in Fig.2 as thee
example. After
A
some tests, we findd that the topp-five levelss of {G_l} annd {L_l} aree enough to enhance thee
edges of im
mage. What’ss more, the algorithm
a
off [7] is kind of slow usinng the singlee thread with
h MATLAB
B
code. The reesult of usingg the top-five pyramid leevels is illustrrated in Fig.33.

Fig. 3: The
T contrast off the same imaage before and after the edg
ge-enhanced application.
a
(aa) The processs of extractingg
conttour using the original imagge. (b) The proocess of extraccting contour using the edge-enhanced im
mage.

As show
wn in Fig.3,, we can seee that the sam
me image with
w edge enhhanced can be extracted
d a completee
contour. Thhe whole conntour is very important foor shape featu
ure extractioon in image rretrieval. To demonstratee
the influencce of the edgge-enhanced operation viisually, we show
s
the histogram distrributions of the
t image inn
Fig.3 with and
a without edge-enhancced operationn. We can seee that the weak
w
shape ffeatures in so
ome bins aree
boosted as some
s
weak edges
e
are enhhanced after the
t operation
n.

Fig. 4: The comparrison of featuure histogram
ms with and without edgge-enhanced ooperation. (a)) The top-455
dimensional histogram disstribution of thhe original im
mage in Fig.3. (b) The top-445 dimensionaal histogram distribution
d
off
the image aftter the edge-ennhanced operaation in Fig.3..

3. Experriments
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To testt our image retrieval frramework byy shape feaature, two daatasets are pprepared fro
om VANCL
L
commodity images. The small dataaset containss 200 imagess while the larger set coontains 1507
7 images.Wee
c
commodity
i
images
with
bags,
becaus
se
the
bags
in
i
these
imag
ges
have
vari
ious
appeara
ances in size,,
choose the
shape and other
o
styles. Some
S
exampples of these images
i
are shown in Fig.5.

Fig. 5: Several
S
samplles of bags’ im
mages in VAN
NCL datasets.

In the datasets,
d
therre are 24 imaages containiing bags with
h the same shhape as show
wn in the firsst row of thee
fourth and the
t fifth coluumn. Some of
o the 24 imaages have weeak edges. We
W do the imaage retrieval experimentss
with the original imagess and the edgge-enhanced images.
mage from thhe 24 imagees as the qu
uery image in order to compare th
he results off
We taake each im
experimentss. For each query
q
image, we count thhe correct rettrieval numbber of Top5, T
Top 10, Top
p 15 and Topp
20. Then, the
t average values
v
of acccuracy are calculated. For
F comparison, the expperimental reesults of thee
small dataseet are illustrrated in Fig.66. The horizzontal ordinaate represents the differeent numbers for retrievall
statistics, while
w
the verrtical ordinaate represents the accuraacy rate for each statistiic. We can see that thee
accuracy ratte of the retrrieval based on
o shape featture is drastically improvved with the edge-enhancced images.

F 6: The coomparison of retrieval
Fig.
r
accurracy for the orriginal imagess and the edgee-enhanced im
mages.
Table. 1: The retrieval resuults of using thhree distance measures
m
betw
ween the histoogram featuress.

Euclidean disstance
Histogram Interrsection
Standaardized Eucliddean distance

Topp 5
4.2250
4.6636
4.8875

Top 10
7.833
8.864
9.375

Top 15
10.6225
12.682
13.0442

Top 20
12.875
16.000
15.958

We alsoo compare thhe experimenntal results using
u
three different
d
disttance measuure as shown
n in Table 1..
The numberrs are the avverage valuess of accuratee retrieval. Histogram
H
inttersection [8] is a similarrity measuree
well knownn in the compputer vision literature as an effectivee indexing teechnique for color-based recognition..
It should be
b pointed out that StandardizedE
S
Euclidean distancemake
d
es each dim
mension in the featuree
standardizattion among the whole dataset.
d
It’s a kind of Weighted
W
Euclidean distaance. Its perrformance iss
better than the
t other twoo measures.
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Table. 2: The accuracy rate of retrieval results with the larger dataset.

Original images
Edge-enhanced images

Top 5
93.33%
93.33%

Top 10
82.92%
89.58%

Top 15
74.44%
86.39%

Top 20
66.46%
81.46%

We also use the method in the larger dataset. For the same query images, the retrieval scope is expanded
to 1507 images. The final results are listed in Table 2. It proves again that the edge-enhance operation can
help to improve the retrieval performance based on shape feature. Some images’ retrieval examples are
illustrated in Fig.7.

Fig. 7: Some examples of the image retrieval based on shape feature.

4. Summary
The paper proposed an image retrieval method based on shape feature. To extract more effective shape
feature, the modified PHOG and edge-enhanced operations are used. Especially, some image without clear
edges can be extracted more complete contour after edge enhancement, which is important for shape
representation. Detailed experimental results proved that the edge-enhanced shape feature extraction method
can improve the performance of image retrieval.
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